Phase response curves (PRCs) are experimentally obtainable measures of the effects of small perturbations to a neuron on the timing of its firing. The PRC assumes that the neuron is repetitively firing at a constant frequency and that the perturbation is small relative to the period of the oscillation. Theoretical and simulation results have shown that neurons whose PRCs show a region of phase delay for early stimulus phases and a region of phase advance for late stimulus phases, called Type II PRCs, tend to synchronize more readily when synaptically coupled than neurons whose PRCs show only phase advances at all stimulus phases, called Type I PRCs. It has not been determined if PRC-induced properties of synchronization continue to hold in networks where the neurons are not intrinsically oscillatory, the synaptic coupling is not uniform, and neurons receive multiple inputs during each spike cycle. To investigate the influence of the neuronal PRC on network dynamics, we consider the effects upon synchronization of changes in the amplitude of the PRC that occur with changes in intrinsic firing frequency of neurons in large, noisy, non-uniform networks. We show that as the average network firing frequency increases, networks consisting of neurons with Type I PRCs show an increase in synchronization over large ranges of synaptic connectivity parameters. This is expected, as an increase in average synaptic current leads to greater effective coupling among neurons. In contrast, networks of neurons with Type II PRCs show a decrease in synchronization as frequency increases, implicating the influence of frequency-dependent changes in the PRC upon network synchronization.
